
Journal of the Week: Rugby World 
 
Rugby World is the world’s best-selling rugby magazine and comes out every 
month. The December 2015 edition (available to read in the Library now) includes 
a feature article on Rabah Slimani and a 60 page review of the World Cup.  
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Art and Fashion| Careers |CCF | China  |Classics |Dance | Drama | Design & Technology | Diversity 
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|Psychology | Science |Service | Sport | 
 

Art and Fashion  [Top] 
 
After Returning From War, Veterans Find Solace In Art 
 
Margaret Thatcher's possessions could go on display from secret hoard controlled by her estate 
 
It's the little things: everything I touched today 
 
Lowry portrait goes up for auction at Sotheby's 
 
Paul Reed, artist - obituary 
 
Sex sells: why Modigliani's 98-year-old hymn to lust is worth $170m  
 
Inbetweenie, life-size and curve: the language of plus-size modelling  
 
Comics from the edge: strips tell stories of Syrians' escape to Europe 
 
 
Architecture 
 
A design for life: architect’s modelling kits plug a gap in the market 
 
The 27 best new buildings on the planet 
 
Photography 
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Natural History Museum's Wildlife Photographer of the Year 2015 

Careers  [Top] 
 
Eureka! From Gone Girl to the selfie stick – how one great idea can change your life  
 
Gender pay gap: women effectively working for free until end of year 
 
Quiet entrepreneurs - how to succeed in a noisy world 

CCF  [Top] 
 
RAF remote drone pilots facing real-world combat stress 
 
Inquiry into army malaria drug mefloquine opens 
 
The story of the Last Post 

China   [Top] 
 
Somersaults in six-inch heels: the punishing world of Peking Opera 
 
Greene King strikes gold as Chinese demand soars after Xi Jinping pint 
 
Forget Black Friday and Cyber Monday: 100m shoppers splash out on China's Singles' Day 
 
China still uses medieval torture methods against opponents – Amnesty 
 

Classics  [Top] 
 

 The Iliad Live: from the website of the Almeida Theatre, a full capture of all 68 sections of their 
performance of The Iliad available to watch until 21 September 2016  
 
Why Greek is still a living language and Latin isn’t: a talk by Dr Rupert Thompson 

Dance  [Top] 
 
 Meet Eric Underwood: the boy from the projects who went on to dance with Beyoncé  
 
'The Moulin Rouge has an army of dressers – we can't put all the feathers on ourselves' 

Drama  [Top] 
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The Iliad Live: from the website of the Almeida Theatre, a full capture of all 68 sections of their 
performance of The Iliad available to watch until 21 September 2016  
 
Playwright Evan Placey: 'I don’t censor the world for young people'  
 

Design and Technology  [Top] 
 
Eureka! From Gone Girl to the selfie stick – how one great idea can change your life 
 
Tyler Oakley: popular champion of the YouTube confessional 
 
A design for life: architect’s modelling kits plug a gap in the market  
 
Duncan Jones: 'Warcraft will right the wrongs of game movies' 
 
The 27 best new buildings on the planet 
 
Never mind pointless apps – our best minds should be solving real problems 
 
 

Diversity and Society  [Top] 
 
Malala Yousafzai tells Emma Watson: I'm a feminist thanks to you  
 
Young men less keen to leave parental home than women, says ONS  
 
Got any change? Why cinema struggles with homelessness  
 
London garden bridge users to have mobile phone signals tracked  
 
Twitter is teetering because it has turned into one big pyramid scheme 
 
It's the little things: everything I touched today  
 
Gender pay gap: women effectively working for free until end of year 
 
Story of a transgender schoolteacher: ‘I limp through life being open where I can’ 
 
Munk Debates: Progress - Be it resolved humankind’s best days lie ahead… 
 
Female MPs call for breastfeeding to be allowed in House of Commons 
 
A week off from Facebook? Participants in Danish experiment like this 
 
Is the success of the government’s troubled families scheme too good to be true? 
 
How are children affected by poor housing? 
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Daisy-May Hudson: ‘Being homeless came as a big shock’ 
 
The dating gap: why the odds are stacked against female graduates finding a like-minded man 
 
The snooper’s charter: one misspelled Google search for ‘bong-making’ and you’ll be in an orange 
jumpsuit 
 
Debaters, don’t miss The Conversation: Academic rigour, journalistic flair (news website created by a 
consortium of British Universities) 
 

Economics  [Top] 
 
 
Business and Economics stories from JSTOR (including How beer companies made light beer macho 
and What early economists thought about sex) 
 
Bank of England to leave interest rates at 0.5% until well into next year  
 
SeaWorld fights to restore its image as shares sink in the wake of Blackfish 
 
Viewpoint: The supermarkets' guilty secret about unsold food 
 
A design for life: architect’s modelling kits plug a gap in the market 
 
Greene King strikes gold as Chinese demand soars after Xi Jinping pint 
 
Munk Debates: Progress - Be it resolved humankind’s best days lie ahead… 
 
Quiet entrepreneurs - how to succeed in a noisy world 
 
Forget Black Friday and Cyber Monday: 100m shoppers splash out on China's Singles' Day 
 
Profits booked: index shows popular first editions have doubled in value 
 
Asda to step away from Black Friday shopping bonanza 
 
British pay growth slows but labour market remains robust 
 
More City reforms needed, Bank of England governor tells forum  
 

Education  [Top] 
 
Parents defend school's hands-behind-back walking policy  
 
Government plan to allow 'better' universities to raise fees  
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Parents to take on government over religious studies GCSE 
 
Ofsted raises alarm over 'squalid' illegal schools 
 
Story of a transgender schoolteacher: ‘I limp through life being open where I can’ 
 
Ethnic minorities 'more likely to go to university' than white working-class British children 
 
Leaving EU would be a 'disaster', British universities warn 

English and Creative Writing  [Top] 
 
What will the English language be like in 100 years? 
 
Arundhati Roy returns award in protest against religious intolerance in India  
 
A new anthology for Remembrance Day  
 
The long tale of the British short story  
 
Nigerian man becomes first African to win the English-Language World Scrabble Championships 
 
David Mitchell: separating literary and genre fiction is act of 'self-mutilation' 
 
Lost Shelley poem execrating 'rank corruption' of ruling class made public 
 
Profits booked: index shows popular first editions have doubled in value 
 
Novel about John Lennon and primal screaming wins Goldsmiths prize 
 
Comics from the edge: strips tell stories of Syrians' escape to Europe 
 
 

Environment  [Top] 
 
Obama rejects Keystone XL pipeline and hails US as leader on climate change  
 
'A one-off in human history': Stern's warning on climate change battle 
 
Storm and drought: what Europe has to fear from climate change 
 
Think you can't help the environment? These Europeans disagree 
 
Viewpoint: The supermarkets' guilty secret about unsold food 
 
Natural History Museum's Wildlife Photographer of the Year 2015 
 
Renewable energy made up half of world's new power plants in 2014: IEA  
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Britain 'must abandon Churchillian rhetoric' in face of rising seas 
 
Lizard traffickers exploit legal loopholes to trade at world's biggest fair 
 
 
 

Expeditions [Top] 
 
Snow camping up a mountain – and up all night  

Film and Media [Top] 
 
 
Malala Yousafzai tells Emma Watson: I'm a feminist thanks to you 
 
Malala Yousafzai: Her father's daughter 
 
Got any change? Why cinema struggles with homelessness  
 
Star Trek to live long with a new TV series  
 
SeaWorld fights to restore its image as shares sink in the wake of Blackfish 
 
Twitter is teetering because it has turned into one big pyramid scheme  
 
Tyler Oakley: popular champion of the YouTube confessional 
 
Duncan Jones: 'Warcraft will right the wrongs of game movies' 
 
Breaking Bad cast visits Smithsonian museum as show's props join collection 

Geography  [Top] 
 
London garden bridge users to have mobile phone signals tracked  
 
'A one-off in human history': Stern's warning on climate change battle 
 
Storm and drought: what Europe has to fear from climate change 
 
Britain 'must abandon Churchillian rhetoric' in face of rising seas 
 
 

Health and Wellbeing [Top] 
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NHS - Behind the Headlines: Your guide to the science that makes the news 
 
Why cabin fantasies shut out reality  
 
Two in five new parents experience mental health issues, poll finds 
 
A week off from Facebook? Participants in Danish experiment like this 
 
Why your older sibling is smarter than you 
 
Daily pill to end misery for millions with dust allergies 
 
 

History  [Top] 
 
A new anthology for Remembrance Day 
 
After Returning From War, Veterans Find Solace In Art 
 
Lost Shelley poem execrating 'rank corruption' of ruling class made public 
 
Bloody Sunday investigators arrest 66-year-old former soldier 
 
Bloody Sunday murder inquiry 'could be derailed' after seven former soldiers launch legal action 
 
Helmut Schmidt obituary 
Gifted and urbane chancellor of West Germany who had to deal with cold war tensions and the 
Baader-Meinhof gang  
 
Bosnia's bitter, flawed peace deal, 20 years on 
 
Scientists crack the secret to the punchiness of Mr Punch 
 
Four hijackers and three Israeli PMs: the incredible story of Sabena flight 571 
 
The story of the Last Post 
 
Explore the First World War Archives including a selection of war diaries. 

International relations [Top] 
 
Arundhati Roy returns award in protest against religious intolerance in India  
 
UAE told UK: crack down on Muslim Brotherhood or lose arms deals  
 
Aung San Suu Kyi casts vote in Myanmar's first free election for 25 years  
 
Breakdown of EU ideal will lead to war, warns Guy Hands  
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Migrant crisis: How one city in Germany is coping 
 
Can psychology help solve long-running conflicts? 
 
Syria and world await Putin's reaction to apparent bombing of Russian jet 
 
Helmut Schmidt obituary 
Gifted and urbane chancellor of West Germany who had to deal with cold war tensions and the 
Baader-Meinhof gang  
 
Narendra Modi visit: authors call for David Cameron to address free speech 
 
China still uses medieval torture methods against opponents – Amnesty 
 
Comics from the edge: strips tell stories of Syrians' escape to Europe 
 

Law    [Top] 
 
Bolts from the blue 
 
Police double the money they pocket from speeding drivers 
 
Bobbies on the beat or scarecrows on the street? How cuts are changing policing  
 
"I have panic attacks when I see my ex": fighting for custody after legal aid cuts  
 
Jewish court names and shames man for denying wife a religious divorce 
 
Parents to take on government over religious studies GCSE 
 
Theresa May warns police: cuts mean 'fewer people, fewer buildings' 
 
'With more prosecution cuts, the future is bleak'  
 

Mathematics [Top] 
 
Why know any algebra? 

Medicine [Top] 
 
Baby girl is first in the world to be treated with 'designer immune cells'  
 
Two deaths possibly linked to 'Hunt effect', study suggests  
 
PR campaign underplays HRT cancer risks, critics say  
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NHS urged to respond to growing health dangers of chemsex  
 
Simon Stevens: NHS could run out of cash without a boost 
 
Bryan Lask, psychiatrist - obituary 
 
Not on me head, son – is heading a football a health hazard for kids? 
 
Warped sense of humour 'can be early sign of dementia' 
 
Scientists crack the secret to the punchiness of Mr Punch 
 
Could flu or air pollution trigger childhood cancer? 
 
Inquiry into army malaria drug mefloquine opens 
 
One million women could benefit from HRT, says NHS menopause guidance 
 
Ebola nurse Pauline Cafferkey returns to Glasgow 
 
Daily pill to end misery for millions with dust allergies 
 

Veterinary medicine [Top] 
 
Italian vet sacked from post after killing a lion on safari in Africa 

MFL  [Top] 
 
Article in German from The Day Wie ein Bastler zum Bombenbauer gemacht wurde 
 
Council splashes out £180,000 to try to stop the Cornish language dying out 
 
Understanding the Kremlin: it’s the words, stupid 

Music  [Top] 
 
Do We Overstate Miles Davis’ Genius? 
 
Somersaults in six-inch heels: the punishing world of Peking Opera 
 
Afghanistan's first female conductor 
 
The story of the Last Post 
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Philosophy and Religion  [Top] 
 
'Not just statistics': service remembers London's dead homeless people  
 
Arundhati Roy returns award in protest against religious intolerance in India  
 
Former inmate warns of struggles Shaker Aamer faces after Guantánamo  
 
Pope Francis says church leaders can’t 'lead life of a pharaoh’  
 
Privacy is starting to seem like a very 20th-century anomaly are democracies justified in turning to 

large-scale state surveillance, at home and  
Jewish court names and shames man for denying wife a religious divorce 
 
Religious children are meaner than their secular counterparts, study finds 
 
Parents to take on government over religious studies GCSE 
 
Munk Debates: Progress - Be it resolved humankind’s best days lie ahead… 
 
Majority of British Muslims have witnessed Islamophobia – study 

Politics  [Top] 
 
UAE told UK: crack down on Muslim Brotherhood or lose arms deals  
 
'A one-off in human history': Stern's warning on climate change battle 
 
Sinai crash: passengers to face more expensive travel and longer delays 
 
Tory rebel David Davis: ‘We haven’t had a Stasi or a Gestapo in Britain, so are intellectually lazy 
about surveillance’ 
 
Jeremy Corbyn criticised for not bowing deeply enough at Cenotaph on Remembrance Sunday 
 
Migrant crisis: How one city in Germany is coping 
 
How George Osborne's spending cuts will affect each government department 
 
Munk Debates: Progress - Be it resolved humankind’s best days lie ahead… 
 
Simon Stevens: NHS could run out of cash without a boost 
 
Cameron's willingness to adapt EU reforms riles Eurosceptics 
 
Theresa May warns police: cuts mean 'fewer people, fewer buildings' 
 
David Cameron hasn’t the faintest idea how deep his cuts go. This letter proves it  
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The snooper’s charter: one misspelled Google search for ‘bong-making’ and you’ll be in an orange 
jumpsuit 
 
Sir John Major: The Government alone cannot end inequality 
 
Leaving EU would be a 'disaster', British universities warn  
 
More City reforms needed, Bank of England governor tells forum 
 
Blairites, Brownites, Corbyn refuseniks: where do the New Labour tribes go next? 
 

Psychology  [Top] 
 
Religious children are meaner than their secular counterparts, study finds 
 
Tory rebel David Davis: ‘We haven’t had a Stasi or a Gestapo in Britain, so are intellectually lazy 
about surveillance’ 
 
Can psychology help solve long-running conflicts?  
 
Two in five new parents experience mental health issues, poll finds 
 
RAF remote drone pilots facing real-world combat stress 
 
Quiet entrepreneurs - how to succeed in a noisy world 
 
Bryan Lask, psychiatrist - obituary 
 
Ripple of anxiety-based nausea affects 40 pupils at Ripon school 
 
Why your older sibling is smarter than you 

Science  [Top] 
 
NHS - Behind the Headlines: Your guide to the science that makes the news 
 
Lead: Our Four-Thousand Year Old Pollutant 
 
Baby girl is first in the world to be treated with 'designer immune cells'  
 
Today's kids could walk on Mars, says Britain's first official astronaut  
 
'A one-off in human history': Stern's warning on climate change battle 
 
Science and Tech News from JSTOR (Sunscreen linked to coral reef decay, Is a virus alive? Why do 
geese fly in V formations, Why electroshock therapy isn’t bad for you and more) 
 
Storm and drought: what Europe has to fear from climate change 
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Think you can't help the environment? These Europeans disagree 
 
Academics land £2m prizes at Zuckerberg-backed 'science Oscars' 
 
Space oddity: how do astronauts prepare for life on Mars? 
 
Scientists crack the secret to the punchiness of Mr Punch 
 
Could flu or air pollution trigger childhood cancer? 
 
'Most distant' Solar System object spied 
 
Why do locusts swarm, and how could they be stopped? 
 
Cockroaches grind jaws five times stronger than humans, says research 
 
Earth-like world could be 'most important planet found outside solar system' 
 
Lizard traffickers exploit legal loopholes to trade at world's biggest fair 

Service  [Top] 
 
'Not just statistics': service remembers London's dead homeless people  
 
Think you can't help the environment? These Europeans disagree 
 
Viewpoint: The supermarkets' guilty secret about unsold food 
 
Charities can’t rescue vital state services 

Sport  [Top] 
 
Sport at a crossroads after damning evidence of doping culture in Russia 
 
Lord Coe admits athletics faces 'long way back' from worst corruption scandal to engulf the sport 
 
Russian athletics officials say Wada report is ‘a political hit job’ 
 
Henry Slade emerges from England’s World Cup abyss with hope for the future 
 
Explosion in number of injuries wreaks havoc for England 
 
Vicente del Bosque: ‘There is no English football any more, no authentic style’ 
 
Why some are doubting Sebastian Coe’s clean-up credentials at the IAAF  
 
Not on me head, son – is heading a football a health hazard for kids? 
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England replacing Stuart Lancaster with a foreign coach would be embarrassing for rugby's richest 
nation 
 
The baseball coach teaching England batsmen to hit sixes 
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